STAYING COMPETITIVE & AHEAD OF THE GAME

Whether the facility is being used for practice, training, and/or games, we start by interviewing coaches, maintenance staff, players, and spectators to provide a broad vision for the facility. From there, we evaluate the aesthetics and amenities needed to keep the facility up-to-date with the latest designs and equipment. Addressing all aspects from natural and synthetic turf to parking, concessions, and other amenities helps us provide holistic, maintainable solutions.

From preliminary design to final construction review, we specialize in comprehensive project management. We understand the challenges associated with completing projects during summer break or one construction season, ensuring your facility is prepared for game day activities. Through research, planning, and experience, we anticipate and provide contingency plans to avoid project delays.

MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE

Game day is a highlight for all communities, with the goal of inspiring and driving program success. We gain a deep understanding of your athletic programming requirements to better demonstrate the unique qualities of your communities character through the built environment.

We design facilities where interaction and engagement are not just witnessed, but also felt and remembered. By integrating proper design strategies with a comprehensive understanding of amenities and logistics, no matter the event, the venue should be safe and suitable.
HOW WE CAN HELP

MASTER PLANNING
Our master planning and conceptual design services provide a strong foundation for thriving athletic complexes. Recognizing athletic complexes aren’t typically built as a single project, we can help program and implement project development and construction to fit public and private funding opportunities.

COST ESTIMATING
Through strong relationships with suppliers and contractors, our construction cost data is kept up-to-date. As a result, we’re able to provide accurate cost estimates to maximize resource spending.

MAINTENANCE PROGRAMMING
We’ll guide you with tips and best practices for long-term facility maintenance to keep your investment in peak performance condition.

SPORTS FIELD DESIGN
We specialize in athletic and sports field design with a thorough understanding of standard field sizes, options for field amenities, construction methods, and the latest equipment. After discussing common amenities offered by schools and municipalities in your area, we’ll help you select enhancements that are within budget and up-to-date with current trends.

VENUE THEME & AMENITIES
Create a warm, inviting atmosphere that’s unique to your facility by incorporating logos and color schemes. We can also assist with the selection of amenities to complement your sports field such as bathrooms, concession stands, Wi-Fi, and playground equipment.

Learn more at SNYDER-ASSOCIATES.COM